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Abstract. ActiveMath is an open web-based learning environment for mathematics. It dynamically generates interactive mathematical courses adapted to the
student’s goals, preferences, capabilities, and knowledge. The content authored for
ActiveMath is represented in an extended OMDoc which in turn is an extension
of the OpenMath xml-language. ActiveMath is the first system that uses OMDoc.
It makes use of this knowledge representation in several knowledge management
tasks, among them the web-presentation of mathematical text including formulæ,
the communication with the integrated mathematical systems, the user-adaptive
composition of a course, the dynamic generation of learning suggestions, and the
dictionary facility.
This article describes the knowledge representation and management in ActiveMath and emphasizes its bias toward mathematics.
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1. Introduction
ActiveMath1 is an open web-based learning environment that dynamically presents interactive mathematical courses adapted to the
student’s goals, preferences, capabilities, and knowledge. It integrates
several mathematical systems for explorative learning and interactive
exercises. Given these characteristics, what kind of knowledge representation does such a system need?
First of all, the knowledge representation has to be separated from
the functionalities of the system because this ensures that the adaptivity, interactivity, and other features of the system are truly extensible
and modifiable. This separation is also required for the reusability and
interoperability of the encoded content.
Secondly, the knowledge representation has to provide a content
structure with conceptual units appropriate for mathematical learning
documents.
Third, it has to be annotated with information that supports advanced search facilities, user-adativity in choosing the content as well
c 2002 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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as in coherently and appropriately presenting it and reacting to the
user’s actions.
Fourth, it needs to comprise the definition and semantics of mathematical objects in order to guarantee machine-readability. This is a
basis for the interoperability of external (mathematical) systems integrated into an educational system. Such a representation of actual
mathematical objects is also a condition for the re-usability and for a
semantic handling of formulæ.
This article shows how ActiveMath’s knowledge representation
satisfies the four requirements and how it employs the knowledge representation for its functionalities currently and in the near future. In addition, we compare our knowledge representation to xHtML+MathML
and LATEX which are the current standards in mathematical publishing
on the web.

2. Knowledge Representation
Many on-line educational documents have been produced in recent
years, hence the obvious objective of reusing the once encoded content
arises. Another naturally occurring objective is the inter-operability of
systems that function as expert services for mathematical work and education – such as Computer Algebra Systems (CASs), theorem provers,
search engines, or course generators.
For the re-usability of material and the machine-readability of data,
ontologies, i.e. a definition of the conceptual units of a domain and
their relationships, can be used. If two systems use a common ontology,
knowledge sharing can be supported. If they use different ontologies for
the same domain, it is necessary to translate from one ontology to the
other.
2.1. Knowledge Representation in the Web
The construction of common ontologies can be seen as a first step to
introduce semantics, in particular in knowledge sources on the web.
Therefore, standardized ontologies and the technologies to encode and
decode content that is represented in these ontologies are the backbones
for the vision of the semantic web2 which understands the World Wide
Web as an enormous and fast growing collection of knowledge sources
that can be shared and processed by automated tools as well as by
humans.
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Currently, mathematical knowledge sources use one of the following
categories of representation:
− a purely formal representation
− a structural and/or semantic markup
− a purely presentation-oriented markup
Each of these representations have advantages. Formal content, such
as the automated provers’ libraries (e.g. the HEΛM library), can be
handled by machines but is difficult to present in a readable format.
Content represented using presentational markup, such as TEX or
xHtML+MathML-presentation is easily authored and elaborate layout tools exist. It is not machine-readable and does not carry semantics.
The current framework that provides the opportunity to structure
content and to identify particular classes of content components is the
eXtensible Markup Language xml. In this framework, the structure of
any class of documents can be encoded. The structure is specified in
a Document Type Definition (DTD) or xml Schema which define an
extensible logical structure of a document class.
Our semantically represented content contains units with texts and
semantically encoded formulæ, it can be presented with reasonable
effort, it can be managed efficiently, and its semantic parts are machinereadable. In the remainder we will take a closer look at the semantic knowledge representation, its management that is at the heart of
the ActiveMath server and describe its re-usability and presentation
features.
2.2. Knowledge Representation in ActiveMath
For the ActiveMath system, the reuse of content in different contexts
is particularly important because its user-adaptivity requires that the
same content can be presented in different ways depending on the user
and on the learning situation. Machine-readability of the content is
needed, as ActiveMath integrates external systems such as the proof
planner Ωmega [11] and the CAS MuPAD [14]. This section explains
to what extent OMDoc fulfills these requirements.
2.2.1. OMDoc
ActiveMath has been the first system that uses the knowledge representation OMDoc [10]. OMDoc is an extension of the OpenMath xmlstandard.3 OpenMath provides a grammar for the representation of
mathematical objects and sets of standardized symbols (the contentdictionaries).
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The OpenMath content-dictionaries cover only a few mathematical
disciplines and in general could never be complete since mathematicians
tend to frequently define new symbols. Furthermore OpenMath does not
provide any means to represent the content of a mathematical document
(e.g. by dividing it into its logical units such as “definition”, “theorem”,
and “proof”).
Therefore, OMDoc was developed by Michael Kohlhase. It inherits
the grammar for mathematical objects from OpenMath and the existing
content-dictionaries. In addition, OMDoc defines a framework for the
definition of new symbols. New symbols can be introduced by contentauthors where they are needed and definitions can be provided.
Figure 1 shows how the symbol “ordered-pair” can be introduced
and given a common name in two different languages. Note that a
symbol declaration is not a definition. It is close to an entry in an
OpenMath content-dictionary. One or more definitions can be given for
a symbol.
The OMDoc DTD provides structural items: mathematical concepts
such as definitions or theorems; and further items such as examples,
exercises, and elaborative texts.
These items may contain formal elements (FMP), textual elements
(CMP), metadata (metadata), and references (ref). An FMP consists
of a mathematical object (an OMOBJ). A CMP is a textual element that
may contain mathematical objects and references. It is possible to refer,
among others, to concept identifiers and URLs. Figures 2 and 7 show
an example of an OMDoc item built from basic elements.
<omdoc>
[...]
<theory id="ida_elementary">
[...]
<symbol id="ordered-pair">
<commonname xml:lang="en">ordered pair</commonname>
<commonname xml:lang="de">geordnetes Paar</commonname>
</symbol>
[...]
</theory>
[...]
</omdoc>

Figure 1. A symbol definition in OMDoc

The OMDoc in Figure 2 can be presented as follows:
If G is a group with unit e and g ∈ G, then the order of g is the
smallest positive integer m with g m = e. If no positive integer m with
g m = e exists, we say that the order of g is infinite.
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<definition id="def_order" for="order" type="simple">
<metadata>
<title xml:lang="en">
Definition of the order of a group element
</title>
<extradata>
<field use="mathematics"/>
<abstractness level="neutral"/>
<difficulty level="easy"/>
<learning-context use="university_first_cycle"/>
<depends-on>
<ref theory="Th1" name="group"/>
<ref theory="elementary" name="positive_integer"/>
</depends-on>
</extradata>
</metadata>
<CMP xml:lang="en" verbosity="3"> If
<OMOBJ><OMV name="G"/> </OMOBJ> is a
<ref xref="Th1_def_group">group</ref> and
<OMOBJ><OMA><OMS cd="set1" name="in"/>
<OMV name="g"/> <OMV name="G"/>
</OMA></OMOBJ>,
then the order of <OMOBJ><OMV name="g"/></OMOBJ>
is the smallest positive integer
<OMOBJ><OMV name="m"/></OMOBJ> with
<OMOBJ id="OMOBJ_o1">
<OMA><OMS cd="relation1" name="eq"/>
<OMA><OMS cd="Th1" name="power"/>
<OMV name="g"/>
<OMV name="m"/>
</OMA>
<OMS cd="Th1" name="unit"/>
</OMA></OMOBJ>.
If no positive integer
<OMOBJ><OMV name="m"/></OMOBJ> with
<OMOBJ xref="OMOBJ_o1"/> exists, we say that the
order of <OMOBJ><OMV name="g"/></OMOBJ> is infinite.
</CMP>
</definition>

Figure 2. OMDoc representation of a definition of order of a group element

As in this example, every mathematical expression is built of symbols
(the OMS elements) such as “in” and “eq”, of variables such as g or G
(the OMV elements) and of applications (the OMA elements) of symbols
and variables to arguments.

2.2.2. Metadata in OMDoc
For mathematical documents (including learning documents) it is not
sufficient to use a representation that encodes the structure of mathematical documents and semantics of symbols. Additional information
about the knowledge is needed in order to provide item types, bib-
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liographical, and legal information, as well as relations between the
items.
Therefore, the OMDoc DTD contains a metadata element compliant
with the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set, Version 1.1. It contains
the elements contributor, creator, translator, subject, title,
description, publisher, date, type, format, source, rights,
language, relation, coverage, and identifier.
Additional metadata has been developed over time and only for
historic reasons these metadata are currently contained in extradata
as shown in Figure 2. Essentially, extradata is the slot that can contain
elements of extended DTDs.
Also for historic reasons currently some meta-information is encoded
in the for and type attributes of items. For example, the for in a
definition contains a reference to the object that it defines.This information is in attributes of the item as they have a logical meaning (for
example the fact that a proof is for an assertion). In the near future,
this information will be part of metadata.
2.2.3. Additional Metadata in ActiveMath
For an adaptive learning environment, additional – in particular pedagogical – metadata are necessary. Therefore, we have extended OMDoc
by metadata that express pedagogical properties and relations. Some
of them are domain (mathematics) dependent, others are not.
The OMDoc in Figure 2 contains the pedagogical information field,
abstractness, difficulty, learning-context, and relation.
field describes the field to which the content of the item belongs.
It enables the system to provide items from particular fields (such as
psychology, physics, or economy) if this is required by a pedagogical
rule.
The meaning of abstractness and difficulty is clear, they serve
to adapt the document to the skills of the learner. Currently, their
ranges have three different values.
learning-context specifies for which learning context the material
was intended originally. This information is important, when material
from different sources is used within one course. The possible values
of learning-context are the ones defined in the metadata standards
from IMS and IEEE (see, for example [9]).
relation points to an item to which the given item is related to.
The type of this relation is further specified in the type-attribute which
can have the following meanings:
− the previous knowledge required to understand the item,
− the similarity between two items,
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Figure 3. The architecture of the ActiveMath server

− complementary for-relationships. For instance, with proof-for and
example-for, an item that is a proof for a theorem could as well
be an example for a method application or an example could be a
counterexample for a concept.
Furthermore, the information about the verbosity of the textual parts
allows the generation of different document types such as slides, summary, or a more detailed book. The CMP in Figure 2 has a verbosityattribute.
For exercises, additional metadata serve to describe
− the technical type of the exercise such as name of the external
system, multiple choice, etc.
− the pedagogical goal level such as knowledge, comprehension, application, or transfer. Such mastery-levels are distinguished in instructional pedagogy.
− the task of the learner such as calculation, explore, prove, or model.
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3. Knowledge Handling in ActiveMath
ActiveMath has been designed to adaptively serve OMDocs using a
web-browser. This section describes how ActiveMath manages extended OMDocs to present content and interactive exercises.
ActiveMath has several components connected via the xml-rpc
protocol [7]. The distributed architecture makes ActiveMath easily
extensible and, because of clearly defined interfaces, software components can be replaced or extended.
Figure 3 depicts the overall architecture of ActiveMath. For the
sake of simplicity, this architecture does not depict the exercise components, the updating of the user model, evaluators, and suggestion
mechanisms. The figure contains the type of data handled by each
component. It also shows which part of the OMDocs is manipulated
where. Only MBase, the pre-processor, and xsl-style-sheets handle
OMDoc’s complete textual content (the children of the CMP elements
which include formulæ). The FMP children are only used by proxies
that connect to mathematical systems. Most of the other components
handle references to OMDoc items by means of unique identifiers and in
some cases additionally handle the metadata.
The session manager is the central state-storage mechanism that
allows to keep the different ’books’ for a user, pre-made books as well
as dynamically generated books. (see Section 3.4). Each stored table of
content contains a hierarchy and the references to the items on a page.
The course generator is the component that chooses the content to
be presented to the learner. It is described in Section 3.4.
Although this architecture is a relatively general web-server-architecture, its underlying programs are still specialized for OMDoc and
mathematical content. The objects manipulated that represent xmlelements are all based on a library specially designed to access OMDoc
information (the OmdocJdom library which is developed independently
of the server). Moreover, currently the course generator is designed
for mathematical courses, that are structured to proofs, assertions,
definitions and their relations to other items.
To prepare the delivery of a content page, the pre-processor is invoked to produce a page. First, it replaces identifiers by the complete
textual content of each item from MBase as well as its metadata.
Then it processes the assembled OMDoc to prepare it for the next step
and make interactive exercises accessible Finally, an xsl-style-sheet
is applied to produce a format that the browser can read (currently
HtML and pdf produced by LATEX)).
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3.1. Mathematical Content Presentation
This section explains in more detail how the rendering is performed,
how it can be extended, and how interactivity and adaptivity can be
packed with it.
Converting a content “on the fly” for the delivery is at the heart
of ActiveMath content presentation. It allows to keep the content in
MBase and to flexibly adapt the presentation to the user’s requirements and preferences.
Before the content is delivered to the browser, the OMDoc is converted
to an appropriate presentation-media language by the pre-processor
and xsl-style-sheets.
3.1.1. Viewing Mathematical Content on the Web
The display of mathematical content on the web has always been unsatisfactory within web-browsers. This is especially true compared the
quality of the layout of TEX engines, a quality that is still unsurpassed.
Currently, as mentioned in the Status Report of Design Science Inc.
[12], the majority of higher level mathematical content is encoded using
one of the flavors of TEX whereas lower level mathematics tends to
be written with classical word-processors. The readable documents are
generally distributed as Adobe Inc.’s Portable Document Format (pdf)
or PostScript (ps).
ActiveMath is an interactive learning environment and therefore
envisions content presentation as an interactive experience rather than
the reading of static print-like documents such the ones encoded in pdf
or ps.
For this reason, and at the possible expense of sacrificing a part
of mathematical formulæ display, currently ActiveMath presents its
content in HtML with Unicode characters to display mathematical
symbols.4
To remedy the problems of viewing mathematical formulæ on the
web, the MathML-presentation language [2], describing the layout
of mathematical formulæ for dedicated viewers, has been developed.
Today some browsers start to support it in the form of embedded
MathML-presentation elements within xHtML content. An xHtML+
MathML presentation-target of ActiveMath is being worked on.
The further development of presentation processes in ActiveMath
follows a delivery based on the TEX layout. A pdf-presentation used as
a print-version has been recently added. Other target-formats are also
being prepared, among others, a LATEX output converted to Flash or
svg will be able to combine high-quality layout with the rich interactivity of these formats.
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<presentation for=’boundary’ parent=’OMA’ fixity=’prefix’>
<use format=’TeX’>\partial</use>
<use format=’HTML’>&#x2202;</use>
</presentation>
<xsl:template
match="OMA[OMS[position()=1
and @name=’boundary’ and @cd=’topDiff_intro’]]">
<xsl:text disable-output-escaping="yes">&#x2202;</xsl:text>
<xsl:apply-templates select="*[2]"/>
</xsl:template>

Figure 4. An OMDoc presentation tag for the mathematical symbol with identifier “boundary” for the output targets HtML and TEX and the generated
xsl-template for the HtML target output.

3.1.2. Converting Content to Presentation
Before one of the output formats can be produced, the OMDoc-encoded
content collected from MBase has to be converted. The XML stylesheet language, xsl transformation [4], is well-suited for this task. It
processes xml-documents via templates to return any form of textual
or non-textual data.
Although the conversion process is rather resource-intensive, it allows for a great amount of flexibility, which an important step toward
simple re-usability. It serves also as a basis for future alternative media
presentation for which no presentation markup exists yet.
The separate handling of the presentation eases the constantly ongoing adaptation to changes in browsers. We experienced this fact during
the development of ActiveMath which can now successfully display
on Mozilla (≥ 0.9.8) and Internet Explorer (≥ 5.1). Several times faulty
behaviors were observed in these browsers. The corrections affected
only the presentation style-sheets and not the content.
Since new OMDoc symbols can be declared at any place in the content,
the style-sheets have to be extensible and to allow the author to enrich
them with informations on how to present this symbol. This extension
capability is very rarely seen in other presentation engines. It is not
available in engines such as the WebEQ and MathType families of
products.5
The extension of the set of viewable symbols happens as follows:
OMDoc allows for some presentational information in the presentation
element that declares how a symbol should be presented in each target
output. Figure 4 illustrates this. A simple process produces an xsltemplate from these elements. This template can then be inserted or
updated into the style-sheet. An example of presentation element and
the associated template that renders a symbol is shown in Figure 4.
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3.1.3. User-Adaptivity in Presented Documents
We see a lot of examples of user-adaptivity in presented documents
on the web, and their technologies can become quite elaborate. By
adaptivity, we mean the entire set of features which adapt the document
presented with respect to the user’s profile and to react to actions of
the user.
What has a structured semantic encoding to offer for user-adaptivity?
The representation of the content consists of units that contain text
and abstract elements. In this setting, the introduction of a new adaptivity feature is not as simple as writing a handler for an element (or
using buttons and menus) as is done for HtML. Instead, the design of
a feature involves modifying xsl-templates and/or pre-processor tasks
that will generate the presentation code. Therefore, the representation
seems pretty restrictive at the beginning because no explicit presentation information is given. The advantage comes on the long run, when
previously encoded content is used in an updated environment. A new
adaptivity feature is introduced by modifications of the presentation
engine or its data whereas, for HtML, the same task requires an
extensive manual work as every single page would have to be edited
manually.
In ActiveMath the adaptivity is realized by the course generator,
the pre-processor and the style-sheet-transformation. These software
components are cleanly isolated and can be enriched easily by a developer. Currently, ActiveMath provides the following adaptivity: : The
language is picked according to the user’s choice and the user’s style
preferences determine a personalized presentation.
The personalization includes the choice of appearance and language.
Another facet of personalization is the adaptation to different mathematical notations for the same notion. It is known that mathematical
notations vary around the world. For example, the way the English
mathematical culture writes the compositions and applications of maps
differs from the common usage in other countries. Another example is
the Polish notation for quantifiers. An adaptation of the presentation
of mathematical formulæ to different cultures is possible thanks to the
“universal language” that the OpenMath encoding provides which is
translated to an appropriate graphical notation.
Other features enhance the interactive flavor of ActiveMath’s documents, namely: URLs are encoded to respond to user’s clicks; when
the mouse moves over the presentation of a mathematical symbol, its
name (in the appropriate language) is displayed in the status bar of
the browser; a click on the symbol’s presentation opens the dictionary,
which then shows the description of the symbol and provides links to
its definitions and occurrences, a click on the symbol’s presentation
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Figure 5. Presentation of the item “Definition of an Euler indicator” in the
dictionary

opens the dictionary, which then shows the description of the symbol
and provides links to its definitions and occurrence.
The last two features, are consequences of the presentation processes
in ActiveMath. They offer a quick access to the appropriate information to explain the meaning of symbols. They are important for the
publication of mathematics on the web because it may help the user
to grasp the notational framework. For instance a user browses a new
mathematical knowledge repository which uses notations that are foreign to her. To be able to grasp the meaning of a new symbol or simply
remember it, she may have to browse through several pages of this
repository. In a traditional book, a glossary may help. In a hypertext,
jumping to the glossary pages (if available at all) may confuse the user
and end-up in navigation problems.
3.2. Dictionary
The ActiveMath dictionary presents content in the simplest form. An
example is shown in Figure 5. Units are presented one at a time together
with their relations to other items. These relations include their occurrences in other items, the items they depend on, and vice versa. This
way of presenting content supports mathematicians which are looking
for a simple way to organize their knowledge and the relationships.
Currently, the dictionary can be browsed by a full-text search. In the
future, it will also be able to search through mathematical formulæ and
restrict the type of items it will display.
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<exercise id="examplesandexercises_Exc1" type="for"
for="c6s4p1_Th1_def_group" assertion="INVERSE-Z3-PLUS">
<metadata>
<extradata>
<difficulty level="easy"/>
<abstractness level="neutral"/>
<depends-on>
<ref theory="c6s1p4_Th2" name="monoid"/>
<ref theory="c6s4p1_Th1" name="inverse"/>
<ref theory="c6s4p1_Th1" name="group"/>
</depends-on>
</extradata>
</metadata>
<CMP format="omtext" xml:lang="en">Each element of the monoid
[...] therefore it is a group.
<omlet argstr="examplesandexercises_Exc1_code1" function="loui"/>
</CMP>
</exercise>
<code id="examplesandexercises_Exc1_code1">
<data>
<startup>
<command>DECLARE-ASSERTION</command>
<param><replace xref="INVERSE-Z3-PLUS"/></param>
</startup>
<startup>
<command>MULTI-PLANNER-INTERACTIVE</command>
<param>(REDUCETOSPECIAL EQUSOLVE TRYANDERROR)</param>
</startup>
</data>
</code>

Figure 6. An Ωmega exercise that contains the invitation to perform the

exercise. This invitation, when clicked by the user, invokes the related code
element which instructs Ωmega to start an interactive proof of the assertion
encoded in Figure 7.

3.3. Interactivity: Exercises with External Mathematical
Systems
To support active learning ActiveMath presents content and exercises. In addition to multiple choice questions, currently three types
of interactive exercises are supported: Maple and MuPAD exercises
in which the CAS is used from a console-like user-interface and exercises with the proof planner Ωmega[11] through an enriched LΩUI
user-interface.
The representation of an exercise generally includes two parts: an
initialization code defining variables, help functions, etc. and a code
that checks the user’s solution. For example, the initialization loads
libraries and the solution-checking code must perform conditional actions. Hence, they cannot simply be encoded using OpenMath or OMDoc.
However, these codes can include OMDocs for mathematical formulæ and
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<assertion id="INVERSE-Z3-PLUS" type="conjecture" theory="ZMZ">
<CMP xml:lang="en">
The structure
<OMOBJ><OMA><OMS cd="ZMZ" name="RESCLASS-SET"/>
<OMI>3</OMI></OMA>
<OMS cd="ZMZ" name="PLUS-RESCLASS"/>
<OMA><OMS cd="ZMZ" name="RESCLASS"/>
<OMI>3</OMI><OMI>0</OMI></OMA>
</OMOBJ>
is a group.
</CMP>
<FMP>
<conclusion id="INVERSE-Z3-PLUS-CONC">
<OMOBJ>
<OMA>
<OMS cd="STRUCT" name="INVERSE-EXIST"/>
<OMA><OMS cd="ZMZ" name="RESCLASS-SET"/>
<OMI>3</OMI></OMA>
<OMS cd="ZMZ" name="PLUS-RESCLASS"/>
<OMA><OMS cd="ZMZ" name="RESCLASS"/>
<OMI>3</OMI><OMI>0</OMI></OMA>
</OMA>
</OMOBJ>
</conclusion>
</FMP>
</assertion>

Figure 7. An OMDoc assertion stating that the structure (Z3 , +, 0) is a group.

references to formal theories. These statements are converted to the system’s native input representation. Currently, this only works with the
Ωmega proof planner (an xsl style-sheet translates the OMDoc theories
to the Ωmega language). For the CASs the freely available phrasebooks
which exist for several systems could not yet be used because of their
low quality.
The initialization code for an exercise in the Ωmega proof planner
shown in Figure 6. It contains the LISP instructions used to load the
necessary resources. The element referred to by replace will, on serving
time, be converted to the Ωmega-specific input language.
One advantage of this parametrization is that only the part specific
to a system needs to be rewritten when several mathematical systems
are used.
3.4. Course Generation
The course generator is responsible for choosing and arranging the
content to be learned. It contacts the mathematical knowledge base,
MBase, in order to calculate which mathematical concepts are required for the learner to understand the goal concepts that the user
has chosen, checks the user model in order to find out about the user’s
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prior knowledge and preferences, and uses pedagogical rules to select
and arrange the content in a way that is suitable for the user.
The course generator makes extensive use of the information in the
metadata elements:
− Retrieval: Currently, the retrieval of the mathematical content uses
the depends-on and for dependencies. depends-on is needed to
retrieve all concepts necessary to understand the goal concepts;
for is used to retrieve additional items related to them. For example, exercises, examples, or elaborating texts for a concept are
fetched.
− Selection and order: Not all of the retrieved content is useful for
every learner, e.g., exercises that require the use of Ωmega will
more likely confuse than help learners that have never seen Ωmega
before. Therefore, pedagogical rules decide which content to choose
for which learner. These rules use the ActiveMath metadata
difficulty, abstractness, and field. For example, one rule
determines that if the user has chosen a detailed guided tour and
has a high knowledge of a definition, then an introduction and the
definition itself is presented, and in addition a difficult example and
a difficult exercise. Another rule states that if the user’s knowledge
of the definition is low, then a motivation, three exercises and three
examples with increasing difficulty should be presented.
3.5. Re-arranging Content Items
The fact that items can be re-arranged and combined in different orders
is not familiar for most authors. Chapter numbering, linking sentences,
and word references like “as we have seen in the previous section” do
not work anymore. Instead, references by name and meaning have to
be used. This is, however, not new for hypertext documents that can
be browsed in any order.
In ActiveMath, the selection of content, the editor task, can be
performed with a visual tool for editing tables of content. Items can
be introduced into a book using the familiar drag-and-drop paradigm
either from a course page, from another table of contents, or from the
dictionary. The tool can also import already existing tables of contents
from previously generated courses.
The work of re-arranging the items’ order and packaging them in a
book is a task that differs from the actual authoring task. We expect
teachers to perform it, when they are preparing a course from existing
content collections.
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4. Authoring
Authoring includes writing the textual content, declaring new symbols,
writing mathematical formulæ, and writing exercises. The expected
result is a valid collection of OMDocs.
Currently, an elementary validation is performed using the xml
validation against the OMDoc and ActiveMath document type definitions. This validation checks the appropriate nesting of elements and
the missing attributes.Another validation tool has been developed to
reports errors for wrong references. These validations do not, however,
support types of mathematical objects and their possible application
conditions; such an elaborate validation that is possible because of the
semantic encoding is still future research.
To find symbols with the appropriate semantic, authors may have
to browse through symbol lists. The OpenMath content-dictionaries
provide such a list, in which all the symbols are grouped by content
dictionary and described by examples. These core content-dictionaries
of OpenMath form a well defined foundation. As we mentioned in paragraph 2.2.1, additional content-dictionaries can be defined anywhere
in the content. Browsing the ActiveMath’s dictionary can support
authors to find the right symbols.
Currently, the tool for authoring OMDocs, in particular formulæ, is
QMath [8]. QMath has an line-based input syntax. For mathematical
formulæ, the QMath syntax is close to the syntax of computer algebra
systems.

5. Related Work
We have described the major advantages brought by the semantic
encoding of content compared to presentation-oriented languagesWe
mention three projects that resemble the ActiveMath approach:
Slicing Information Technologies [6] products, developed by the University of Koblenz-Landau and now sold commercially use LATEX sources,
cut into slices which are annotated with metadata. The content is presented in the pdf format. A choice of content according to the user’s
wishes and simple combination of presentations are features that can
be performed. Interactive exercises and an updateable user model are
missing. The choice of the LATEX language for the encoding of content presents severe limitations which ActiveMath has avoided: no
coherent presentation of mathematical symbols can be obtained when
merging two content sources, and sharing between exercises and content
is impossible.
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The emerging MathBook encoding [5] developed in the RIACA
Group of the Technical University of Eindhoven has promising objectives which are comparable to the ones of ActiveMath. MathBook
may offer more flexibility than OMDoc as it is an extension of DocBook,
a rather rich book-publishing encoding. MathBook is enriched with
OpenMath objects and jsp-tags developed by the group. We believe
that OMDoc is simpler and stricter, and more appropriately defines the
essential building blocks of a mathematical knowledge.
The Hypertext Electronic Library of Mathematics, HEΛM [1], is a
project for the web publishing of formal mathematical content. The
project proposes to spread mathematical content encoded in a
MathML-content extension through simple web-servers. It also offers
xsl-style-sheets for presentation and generic interfaces to mathematical
software that could process the formal language. The general objective
of content exchange that would be suitable for mathematical programs
meets the goals of OMDoc. However, currently, the HEΛM library requires the use of a verbalizer for presentation, a tool that is still at the
research level. OMDoc and ActiveMath avoid this problem because
they include both, verbal and formal content.

6. Future Work
Currently, the following features exist as prototypes.
− a suggestion mechanism to support the user’s reading
− a copy-and-paste mechanism between content-presentation and exercise user-interfaces
− a visual authoring tool
In the near future OMDoc and ActiveMath will become compliant
to emerging standards such as, for educational purposes, the IMS and
related IEEE standards.6 .
In a more distant future, the search-facilities of MBase will be
integrated into ActiveMath. The MBase queries currently used by
the ActiveMath server are almost only elementary extraction queries.
However, this database engine already processes queries such as “find
all the statements of commutativity”. Such queries can be put to good
use in the authoring process and will support more elaborate management actions such as the detection of duplicates, the comparison
between content collections, and the search for appropriate items by
an editor.
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7. Conclusion
As a real mathematics education system, ActiveMath brings together
approaches from different communities: Web-publishing and authoring of mathematics, representation of mathematical knowledge, and
intelligent tutor systems.
ActiveMath differs from other intelligent learning environments
in many aspects. In particular, it represents its content in a semantic
xml-language for mathematics, annotated with pedagogical metadata.
Moreover, the separation of the content from its presentation is strictly
realized in ActiveMath. Some of the resulting advantages are:
− The reuse of content for different purposes and different contexts
is possible.
− The content can be searched in a more precise fashion than any presentation-oriented encoding. In particular, formulæ can be searched.
− One may flexibly choose between different ways to present consistently a mathematical symbol or element.
− Different kinds of presentation such as LATEX output, HtML output or simple text in a console applet can easily be generated.
From the simple application of an xsl-style-sheet to a truly dynamic server that adapts the presentation and offers interactivity, the
ActiveMath development has taken more than two years. It will
eventually be distributed in an open-source fashion.
OMDoc had to be extended for several purposes, more often than
not initiated by author demands. For example, the multiple-choicequestions elements have been too inflexible.
The usability of ActiveMath from the point of view of a student
user has been an important focus. Usability studies have been made
and classroom exercise sessions have taken place. Although these experiments have been preliminary, they have raised quite a number of
issues to allow the best learning experience. Adjustments to the system
and presentation process were performed with almost no modifications
to the existing content.
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Notes
1

An ActiveMath demo is available at http://www.activemath.org/demo
http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/
3
About OpenMath and the content-dictionaries, please see their web-site
http://www.openmath.org.
4
The quality of the HtML presentation is recognized to be still imperfect because HtML is less than appropriate for fine-grained layout of text containing
mathematical formulæ and the support for Unicode characters display is extremely
dependent on the browser version, operating system, etc. Consequently checking
Unicode support cannot be done automatically.
5
http://www.dessci.com/webmath/
6
Most of the e-learning related standards are discussed in IEEE forums and
developed by the IMS consortium. A good starting point is the IMS home page:
http://www.imsglobal.org.
2
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